
Name ________________________________________________ Date __________________

Capitalization Review

A.  Instructions: Write a C on the line next to the sentences that include correct capitalization  
throughout and an X for the ones that have incorrect capitalization.

B.  Instructions: Rewrite the following paragraph with proper capitalization. 

  1. _____ We went to the park on Saturday.

  2. _____ james is really smart.

  3. _____ Pizza is my Favorite food.

  4. _____ In June, I went to the Chicago Zoo.

  5. _____ The Grand Canyon is an awesome park.

  6. _____ Venice, italy has canals for streets.

  7. _____ I want to go on a safari in Africa.

  8. _____ South america grows a lot of coffee.

  9. _____ Dairy Queen has good food.

10. _____ The pentagon is a military building.

when i went to harvard university, i met people from all over the world. there were people from 

australia, china, and asia. my best friend, claire, is from paris, france, and she told me all about the 

eiffel tower. on saturday, i took her to see the empire state building in new york city. she loved it.
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A.  Instructions: Write a C on the line next to the sentences that include correct capitalization t 
hroughout and an X for the ones that have incorrect capitalization.

Capitalization Review

B.  Instructions: Rewrite the following paragraph with proper capitalization. 

  1. _____ We went to the park on Saturday.

  2. _____ james is really smart.

  3. _____ Pizza is my Favorite food.

  4. _____ In June, I went to the Chicago Zoo.

  5. _____ The Grand Canyon is an awesome park.

  6. _____ Venice, italy has canals for streets.

  7. _____ I want to go on a safari in Africa.

  8. _____ South america grows a lot of coffee.

  9. _____ Dairy Queen has good food.

10. _____ The pentagon is a military building.

when i went to harvard university, i met people from all over the world. there were people from 

australia, china, and asia. my best friend, claire, is from paris, france, and she told me all about the 

eiffel tower. on saturday, i took her to see the empire state building in new york city. she loved it.
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When I went to Harvard University, I met people from all 

over the world. There were people from  Australia, China, 

and Asia. My best friend, Claire, is from Paris, France, and 

she told me all about the Eiffel Tower. On Saturday, I took 

her to see the Empire State Building in New York City.  

She loved it.
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